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I. Abstract 
 

Designed to make a space travel to europa, one of several moons of Jupiter. Zeus is a ROV 

designed to perform a series of activities proposed by MATE for the 2016 annual ROV 

competition. 

 

This multidisciplinary project involves engineering developing areas, such as electronic control, 

mechanical, industrial and software engineering. Other important areas participating in this 

project are logistics, administration and marketing. 

 

This technical report describes the development process and design of Zeus, which was 

distributed in four principal areas: Mechanical Design, Control system, Electrical System and 

Manufacturing. Zeus is the result of months of planning, design, manufacturing and testing. 

Zeus has an optimal design for a trip to space, as it is a small but awfully robust ROV.  
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II. Design Rationale 

A) Mechanical Design  

Our latest ROV, Zeus, was designed and manufactured following the structural and technical 

product requirements specified in the MATE ROV Competition 2016 Explorer Manual: from 

deepwater oil-related operations to the exploration of seas underneath a natural satellite’s 

surface in space. Due to the restrictions in size and weight of the ROV, volume optimization 

was the most important aspect considered during the design process. 

 

At the beginning of the process several ideas were evaluated by the whole team. One of our 

main priorities was that Zeus to be light, because that is an essential characteristic that any 

robot that travels through the space should have. We also decided the ROV should not have 

parts that could damage the marine ecosystem of the Gulf of Mexico; that is why all the edges 

of the structure are rounded and the thrusters are special for underwater activities. Likewise, 

Zeus’ structure had to be robust enough to carry all the weight of its parts and to endure the 

pressure under twelve meters depth. 

 

 

 
Ideas were discarded based on their 

monetary implication, since we wanted Zeus 

to be as economic as possible. The aesthetic 

of the ROV was also taken into account, as 

well making sure it covered all the safety 

precautions required by the competition. This 

is the second time TecXotic will be 

participating in the competition; therefore, the 

aspects that needed to be improved from the 

previous ROV helped us for deciding the best 

design. A photo of the first design made in 

Solid Edge is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. 1st CAD design of Zeus 

B) Frame 

For building Zeus, the team decided to use 6mm acrylic for the main plate, the same material 

used for last year’s ROV. This material works perfectly in manufacturing and design processes 

because of the zero permeability it supplies for underwater purposes. Furthermore, this 

material has the advantage that it can be cut with a laser machine. This procedure allowed us 

to cut all the acrylic parts with the exact measures and in a short period of time. 

 

Later on, the team decided to replace the acrylic with 18mm wooden plate. The main reason 

behind this modification is because the acrylic couldn’t resist the pressure created by the load 

of the ROV and the water under 10 meters. The wood provides more support, and at the same 
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time buoyancy. However, for the wooden plate to be practical, this material must be isolated. A 
wood sealer was smeared to it in order to make it waterproof plate. After that, a layer of 
fiberglass was applied in all the wood. The final step for the insolation process was put on a 
layer of resin to make sure that the water doesn’t reach the floating system. The CAD design 
with this modifications is shown in the cover page. 
 
The rest of the structure is made of aluminum. We decided to use this material instead of acrylic, 
which we used last year, because it is more resistant to water pressure and more economic. In 
addition, the aluminum is not prone to oxidation and is easy to handle. The way that it is 
assembled provides strength and at the same time generates a minimum weight to carry by the 
main plate. 
 

All of the structure is sustained by joints which are reinforced by rivets. This facilitates the 
assembling process and the shipping from Mexico City to Houston since all the parts can be 
carried on the plane. Through this method TecXotic can save the shipping expenses.  
 

C) Propulsion System 
For the ROV’s horizontal movement 4 Blue Robotics T100 thrusters were used. There thrusters 
have more strength for moving the ROV than the ones used last year. Each one of them was 
placed at 45° degrees, this results in a stronger push from the thrusters when all of them are 
being used. Given that the missions must be completed in a short period of time, a button was 
configured to turn the motors to high speed. When this button is pressed the greatest push from 
the thrusters is achieved and Zeus can move faster than normal. One of the thrusters is shown 
in Figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Blue Robotics T100 thruster 

 

D) Gripper  

 

TecXotic is aware of the essential role the gripper has in the ROV’s functioning. In order to make 

the most of the materials we already had, the claw has been made with acrylic and aluminum. 

The combination of this materials enables the gripper to be resistant but light at the same time. 

The design was done on Solid Edge so it could be printed in the school’s 3D printer with the 

exact measurements. This design is shown in Figure 3. Following the overall structure of Zeus, 

the claw had a proportional (small) size. 

For the vertical control, Zeus used three Blue Robotics 
T200 thrusters. Two of them are used for the movement 
in the Y plane. The remaining thruster is used to make 
the ROV’s inclinations. They are mounted with a 45° 
angle in the corners of Zeus. This thrusters have more 
strength than the T100, each motor provides 7.5 lbf of 
thrust. Still, the T200 and the T100 are of the same size. 
It is important to add that a really economic price was 
paid for this brand of thrusters in comparison to other 
brands in the market.  
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Figure 3. CAD design of the gripper 

 

The gripper has two motors PK22G series of 12V DC to control its movements. One of the 

motors is strategically placed in the center of the gripper’s structure to open and close it by 

using an infinite screw. The other motor is located below the other one. It is connected to a 

small gear so it can turn a bigger gear and produce a 360 degree movement. The motor has a 

3D printed housing made of ABS plastic to protect it from the water. Likewise, this protection 

makes it easier to support the motors to the structure of the gripper.  

 

E) Vision System  
 

The vision system was one of the main problems for the company in TecXotic’s previous 

participation. We noticed that a better vision angle and image quality would make a substantial 

improvement on the navigation, control and accuracy of the ROV. This year, TecXotic is using 

two cameras in order to fix this issue.  

 

The company has as its main camera a GoPro Hero 4 Silver. This camera has great graphics 

quality and a wide vision angle. The GoPro is placed inside its GoPro Housing, which has an 

RCA cable that transmits the image to the computer in standard definition. The camera has one 

degree of freedom which allows it to have a wider vision of the environment. The camera is fed 

directly from the power provided by the ROV without the need of having batteries. The GoPro 

Housing is able to receive 12 volts and convert it to 3.8 volts of operating voltage. The main 

camera and its cable are shown in Figure 4.  

 

 

 

Figure 4. GoPro Hero 4 Silver and 

an RCA cable. 
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To complement the vision system, TecXotic is using a generic camera placed above the gripper 

to supervise its movements. This camera sends the image to the pilot’s laptop through an RCA 

cable as well. Through this camera the team can make sure the gripper is properly grabbing its 

objective. The pilot would have two screens to see the image from both cameras.  

 

F) Buoyancy  
 

For this ROV, the float system was designed for perform two critical tasks, be the main part of 

the structure and neutralize the mass of the ROV in the water. The float system is mainly made 

of pine wood. It was cut with the help of a CNC machine that was guided with a CAD model 

based on the requirements of the structure.  

 

Since the wood is not a waterproof material, it had to be insulated in order for it to maintain its 

floating capacity. First of all, the wood had to be covered by a wood seller. After that, two layers 

of fiberglass were applied to the structure, this in order to add buoyancy and protect the wood 

from getting wet. Finally, a layer of resin was applied to the fiberglass and painted. For additional 

buoyancy, polyurethane foam rings were accommodated around the electronic box. 

 

At the beginning, the structure was supposed to be made of 6mm acrylic. However, after some 

calculus and several experimental tests it was determined that this material was too fragile to 

support all the pressure experimented under 10m of water and the load created by the ROV’s 

elements. 

 

III. Electrical System 

 

A) System Interconnection Diagram (SID) 

The electric current flow is controlled by a circuit breaker connected to a power supply (provided 

by MATE). The flow can be controlled with both a manual and automatic shutdown in case of 

emergency. The manual shutdown is simply controlled with a switch. On the other hand, the 

automatic shutdown is activated by a 40A fuse, the maximum electrical current provided by 

MATE supply. The SID is shown in Figure 5.  

 

The output from the circuit breaker is plugged to the DC/DC converter, that reduces the voltage 

from 48V (original supply) to 12V. This would be the voltage with which almost all of the 

components on the ROV operate with.  

 

As another security measure, a 30A fuse is connected before supplying all the other devices. 

The optimal size for the fuse is derived from the maximum expected consumption from the ROV, 

as shown in Figure 6. The Arduino Mega ADK, the thrusters, the gripper motors, and the 

cameras are directly connected to the 12V output. 
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Figure 5. System Interconnection Diagram 

Figure 6. Table of ROV’s consumption 
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IV. Electronic System  

 

A) Microcontroller and Shields 

The company decided to use the program C# on Unity to control Zeus through the pilot’s laptop. 

The team determined it was the best language because of the wide range of libraries it provides. 

Unity facilitated the programming of the graphic interfaces since it allowed us to create a 

platform that will strategically monitor the position, pressure, and temperature of the ROV. 

Likewise, it enabled us to easily program an Xbox control to guide the ROV’s movements via 

Ethernet. Another advantage of using Unity was that our programmers where already familiar 

with the program.  

 

For the communication between the laptop and the ROV an Arduino Mega ADK was used. This 

microcontroller has an Ethernet shield which is placed inside Zeus. The Arduino controls the 

motor and the sensors with the data it receives from the surface. Programmers assigned an IP 

to the microcontroller (192.168.1.1) and another one to the laptop (162.168.1.2) using Unity’s 

libraries.  In the code an algorithm was created to connect the Arduino with the laptop via 

Ethernet.  A letter was assigned for each operation. Each of them was interpreted by the 

microcontroller to complete a given command.  We decided to use an Xbox control to facilitate 

the drive of the ROV to the pilots. 

 

B) Sensors 

The sensor DTH11 is used to measure the humidity inside de capsule. It detects if water gets 

in which will allow us to avoid any problems with the electronic components. The data pin of this 

sensor (the one in the middle) is connected to the port #2 of an Arduino Mega SDK.  

 

The MS5837 sensor (a waterproof sensor) goes outside the electronic capsule. With this sensor 

it is possible to measure the pressure and how deep the ROV is. The Green cable is connected 

to the SCL port and the white one to de SDA. They function with 5V.  

 

The last sensor is the DS18B20, with this sensor, temperature of the water is measured. The 

range of temperature that can be registered is from -55ºC up to +125ºC. (-67ºF - +257ºF) with 

a 0.5ºC degrees of freedom.  Arduino supplies the 5V needed for the sensor to operate. The 

Figure 7 shows the temperature sensor. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. ds18b20 sensor 
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V. Software Control System  

 

A) Ethernet Communication 

The Ethernet communication was made by the Arduino Ethernet Shield, in order to 

communicate Arduino and C#, because the motors that allow Zeus to move were coded with 

C#. On the other hand, sensors were coded with the Arduino programming language. An image 

of the Arduino used is shown in Figure 8.  

 

 

 
A message is sent throughout the TCP 

protocol, using the port 24, one that personal 

computers already recognize for such 

communication. All of which is done from a TCP 

server to a TCP client. The TCP/IP protocol 

was originally created for internet 

communication, nevertheless, that was not an 

obstacle in order to communicate Arduino 

boards with our thrusters. 

 

B) Control 

The left joystick controls the movement of Zeus in the XZ plane. The Figure 9 explains in which 

direction the ROV will move depending on which way the joystick is pushed. When the right 

trigger is pressed and the joystick is moved at the same time the ROV’s speed will increase. 

The right joystick controls de camera movements. The X and Y buttons control in which direction 

the gripper will turn, while the A and B buttons control when it opens and closes. The R1 and 

L1 buttons will move Zeus in the vertical plane. The Figure 10 shows the control configuration 

in detail.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Arduino 

front 

back 

Figure 9. Movements in XZ plane Figure 10. Xbox control configuration 
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Given that the pilots can’t see Zeus in the water, knowing how it is positioned (level of inclination) 

is essential for them to effectively guide the ROV. A 3D modelling of Zeus was done in a graphic 

interface. An accelerometer, a gyroscope and a magnetometer were placed in Zeus detects its 

level of inclination which is shown in the pilots screen.  

 

C) Software Flow-Chart 
 

 

 

Figure 11. Software Flowchart 
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VI. Safety 

 

A) Job Safety Analysis Forms 

The Figures 12, 13, and 14, show the job safety analysis forms of the experience launching the 

ROV, laser cutting, and the ROV maintenance respectively.  

 

 

 

Figure 12. JSA of the launch/retrieve of the ROV 
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Figure 13. JSA for operating the wood laser cutter 

Figure 14. JSA for ROV maintenance 
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VII. Logistics 

 

A) Project Costing 

The 2016 budget was prepared at the beginning of the year based on the expenses from our 

previous participation. Our university, Tecnológico de Monterrey Campus Cuernavaca, is the 

main source of income for our ROV’s materials, components and manufacturing services. Due 

to the limited budget available, we as a company had the duty to reduce Zeus’s costs as much 

as possible and to optimize all the available resources. 

 

Each cost made during the year was registered on our project costing sheet the moment the 

acquisition was made. Since TecXotic is a mexican company, our materials were bought from 

national suppliers and an important amount from the USA. Unfortunately, some of our costs 

escalated beyond our control due to the volatility of the dollar/peso exchange rate. The 2016 

Project Costing sheet is shown in Figure15 (A&B) with the breakdown of the total ROV cost. 

Each member attending the international competition is responsible for covering their own travel 

expenses; the total cost is shown separately in Figure 16. 
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Figure 15A. 1st part of the project costing 
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Figure 15B. 2nd part of the project costing 

Figure 16. Travel expenses and income 
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B) Resource Administration and Management 
 

In TecXotic we are aware of how important it is to efficiently manage our time and resources. 

Since the beginning of the project, an organizational structure was made to determine the 

departments needed for the company to work and for the ROV to be built successfully. A head 

of department was assigned to each area. Through this method specific goals were given and 

effectively supervised. Leaders were in charge of organizing their teams and helping them 

understand their responsibilities, all this in order to prevent any confusions when tasks were 

assigned. See Figure 17. 

 

 

 

In addition, a survey was made to collect each member’s contact info and for them to point out 

to which department they would belong. A fraction of the survey’s results is shown in Figure. 

18. Even though leadership roles were given for each department, all member’s ideas and 

opinions were valued at the same degree.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. TecXotic’s organizational structure 

Figure 18. Part of the survey made for contact info 
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A Gantt chart was made to keep up with the competition deadlines and deliver the product in 

time. See Figure 19. Every Friday, leaders got together to discuss their progress. The company 

CEO would check the goals established in the Gantt chart and update it depending on whether 

they were accomplished on time or not. If a department wasn’t able to finish their week’s work 

on time, the group will discuss ways in which they could help them come back on track.  On the 

last weeks prior to the regional competition, all company members were required to assist to 

the school’s laboratory to integrate their work and finish building Zeus.  

 

 

 

 

VIII. Conclusion 

A)     Challenges 

1. Technical 

 

Waterproofing proved to be quite a difficult challenge, we could not allow the electronics box to 

have any water leaks, thus several measures were taken to prevent seepages to damage the 

electronic devices, such as suspending them in the cylinder, providing the humidity sensor 

system with enough time to detect such a leak and execute the corresponding security 

protocols. We were able, however, to diminish this security standards to uncommon 

contingency measures, given that we managed to seal properly every possible water opening. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19. TecXotic’s Gantt chart 
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2. Non-technical 

 

Since the beginning of the project we were aware that the organization of the team was going 

to be one of our main challenges. Last year, TecXotic was made up by only 10 members. Having 

less participants meant it was easier to get to an agreement; but it also meant building the ROV 

would take more time. For that reason TecXotic searched for more participants for the 2016 

competition. This year TecXotic has 18 members. Even though it is not a really big quantity of 

people, organizing them was still a challenge for us. Organizing the whole team was difficult 

since several members of the team live far away from school and could not always attend the 

meetings. Despite the fact that a Gantt chart and different departments were created since the 

start, valuable time was lost trying to synchronize schedules and getting to an agreement. 

However, this problem got less troublesome as we got closer to the competition date. 

 

Monetary restriction and macroeconomic aspects were challenges for the company as well. 

TecXotic is dependent of the school funding, which meant the budget available was limited. 

However, based on the experience from our previous participation, we knew we had to invest 

in some foreign components in order to optimize our ROV’s performance. The company faced 

the challenge of deciding which components were worth buying from USA and when to buy 

them. Given the volatile behavior of the dollar to peso exchange rate, TecXotic had to wait for 

the right moment in which the currency was at its best price. Likewise, the international customs 

had to be taken into account for the purchase decision. 

 

B) Lessons learned and skills gained 
It doesn’t matter if you are new or returning to the competition, the whole process of having to 

build an ROV from scratch will undoubtedly leave lessons to those involved. This year, we 

particularly learned that planning isn’t everything, executing is an essential aspect as well. Given 

that two of our members had already participated last year and that we had the prior tech report 

with the aspects to be improved, detailed planning could be done since the beginning. However, 

it proved to be a hard task to follow the plan to the very detail. We learned not everything could 

be fun and games, but sometimes strict orders need to be given and executive decisions taken 

in case things didn’t go as planned. 

 

For the majority of the team, this competition was their first approach to underwater robotics. 

Students did not only join the team because of their interest in the field, but also because they 

wanted to learn from other students and gain practical skills. To date, we can confirm that goal 

was accomplished. The competition pushed us to give our best, helping us to improve and 

develop skills in teamwork, problem solving, work under pressure, creativity, patience, 

responsibility and so much more.  
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C) Discussion of future improvements 

Building Zeus was definitely not an easy task. We had to make a lot of mistakes in order to 

make it work. There are some things we would have done differently given more time and 

resources. The following points explain some of the aspects that could be improved in the 

ROV in order for it to give a better performance in the future: 

 

 Improving the floating system: We want to make it pneumatic in order to facilitate floating regulation. 

 Invest in a better cable that can transmit a better quality image from the camera.  

 

D) Reflections on the experience 

It's amazing to see how much TecXotic has grown since the beginning of the project to where 

it is now. At the start we were just students determined to win the competition but unsure of 

how. Now with a finished ROV, we understand that although winning would be nice, it is not 

everything. Whatever the results are, we won’t be leaving the competition empty handed. It is a 

fact that each of us have learned something, gained more experience and definitely had a lot of 

fun along the way.  

 

Having the honor to participate in the international competition once again is such a big 

opportunity for us. The chance to meet new cultures, people and places is never taken for 

granted. We can honestly say this competition has left an important mark in our lives and future 

careers. Participating in this competition is always a great reminder that when you love what 

you are doing there is nothing that can stop you from your dreams. 

 

“This is my second year in the Team TecXotic and the only thing that I could say is that it was 

the greatest experience of my life. Last year competition gave us technical knowledge that was 

applied in this year development, the experience acquired helped us to realize the requirements 

of the competition as well as the things we did right last year. But this was not only about 

technical skills but also about partnership.  

 

When you see the team working and all the nights that we have spent doing the ROV, you can 

understand why this type of competitions are important for the new generation of scientists and 

engineers. When you have spent 6 months trying to make things work and you finally see the 

ROV functioning in the pool you can feel that it was worth it, that moment is priceless. That is 

why I joined this kind of activities, because I think that creating technology and helping people 

with our inventions is a way to leave our mark in the world.  

 

This experience opened my perspective about robotics and engineering, now I know that my 

career will be mostly oriented to science. The competition opened new opportunities in my life. 

As a team we want to thank MATE for all the support and opportunities during this year. We are 

looking forward to have a great participation on this year competition, the trip has been difficult 

but the memories made will not be taken away.” – Hilda Rojas 
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